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Plant Therapy launches Infused, it’s newest Evoke set
This new set is bright, fresh and vibrant, a beautiful addition to the Evoke line of
natural, plant-based fragrances
Twin Falls, IDAHO – May 22, 2019 – Today Plant Therapy is adding three new natural fragrances
to their product line with the launch of their latest Evoke set, Infused. These juicy new
plant-based scents go far beyond ‘home fragrance’ to easily transform any environment into an
escape for the senses. Developed by certified aromatherapists, this new set in the new Evoke
line contains three all-natural fragrances that can be used to refresh and personalize living
spaces and create beautiful, natural personal fragrances, without harsh chemicals or unnatural
ingredients.
What makes Evoke blends different is that they are formulated with isolates, which are often
taken from essential oils using fractional distillation. Using isolates, along with essential oils
and natural compounds, you can get a much wider variety of natural scents to use to create
perfumes and home scents. These new scents can be used in a wide variety of aromatherapy
diffusers, in personal aromatherapy necklaces, topically*, or in room sprays.
‘Infused’ contains three 10ml. blends in a beautifully designed display box (SRP $34.95). These
scents will evoke the feelings of freshness, spiciness, and vitality :
● Fresh is just that, a fresh, juicy scent that
pops with its notes of bright citrus from
Sweet Orange, Pink Grapefruit and Lime,
with undertones of lush greens and fruity
musks.
● Lively is tangy and bright and sparkles with
citrus notes and hints of ginger, mixed
greens and soft musk.

● Vital is herbal and woody, a grounded, spicy fragrance with notes of green grass, spicy
ginger, fir needle and sandalwood.

Individual blends in the Infused set (Fresh, Lively, Vital) can be purchased separately (SRP
$14.95 each).
“The newest additions to the Evoke family are so vibrant and perfectly capture the essence of
this time of year,” said David Weymouth, Vice President of Product Development at Plant
Therapy. “Our aromatherapy oils are well known for their therapeutic benefits but now we
have made it easy for anyone to infuse their personal space with plant-based scents that can
inspire, delight and energize.”
The Evoke blends, as well as other Plant Therapy essential oils, are available through the
company website, www.planttherapy.com, and at online retailers including Amazon.com.
###
About Plant Therapy
Founded in 2011, Plant Therapy is a leading supplier of essential oils and accessories. Based in
Twin Falls, Idaho, we provide the absolute highest-quality essential oils and are committed to
educating our customers on their uses, safety and efficacy. Our products include organic
essential oils, carrier oils, blends, KidSafe Synergies, and pre-diluted roll-ons as well as
accessories such as diffusers, books and natural body care. Find more information on our
website: https://www.planttherapy.com.
* Topical dilution varies per blend. A full list of ingredients and cautions can be found at
www.planttherapy.com/evoke.

